
The Rugby Great Split Revealed: Uncovering
the Controversial History
In the world of sports, few events have had such a lasting impact as the Cricket
Great Split. But have you ever heard of the Rugby Great Split? This captivating
event in rugby's history left a lasting mark on the sport and changed it forever. In
this article, we delve into the controversial divide that rocked the rugby world and
explore the consequences it had on the game.

The Origin of the Rugby Great Split

The Rugby Great Split originated during the early 1890s, stemming from a
disagreement between the Rugby Football Union (RFU) and a group of clubs in
the north of England. The dispute revolved around the compensation of players
for lost wages due to playing rugby, which was strictly an amateur sport at the
time.

The northern clubs, largely consisting of working-class players, believed they
should be compensated for the revenue generated by their performances. The
RFU, on the other hand, believed that rugby should remain exclusively amateur,
adhering to its original values and principles.
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As tensions escalated between the two sides, the northern clubs formed their
own rugby union, aptly named the Northern Rugby Football Union (NRFU). This
marked the beginning of the Rugby Great Split, creating a schism within the sport
that would have far-reaching consequences.

The Impact on Players

The Rugby Great Split had a profound impact on players, both personally and
professionally. Many players faced the difficult decision of choosing which side to
support, and ultimately, which league to play in.

The RFU maintained their strict amateur stance, prohibiting any player affiliated
with the NRFU from participating in RFU events, including international matches.
This restricted many talented players from representing their country and
shattered dreams of national glory.

On the other hand, the NRFU provided new opportunities for players to receive
compensation and play in a more professional environment. This led to an influx
of talent and innovation in the North of England. The sport rapidly grew in
popularity, attracting larger audiences and transforming into a spectacle of
strength and skill.

The Transformation of Rugby

One of the consequences of the Rugby Great Split was the transformation of
rugby into a distinctly Northern and Southern game. The RFU maintained its
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stronghold in the South, persisting in amateurism, while the NRFU embraced
professionalism in the North.

While both leagues initially operated independently, the popularity of professional
rugby and the financial benefits it brought eventually compelled the RFU to
change its stance. In 1995, the RFU officially allowed professionalism and
merged with the NRFU to form the Rugby Football Union.

Since then, the game of rugby has evolved significantly, becoming increasingly
professionalized worldwide. The Rugby Great Split was a turning point that
shaped the modern landscape of the sport.

The Legacy of the Rugby Great Split

The legacy of the Rugby Great Split is still evident in rugby culture today. The
divide created enduring rivalries between northern and southern clubs and
regions. The North versus South clashes in rugby matches are still seen as
intense battles that capture the essence of the Great Split.

Furthermore, the concept of professionalism introduced by the NRFU
revolutionized rugby not only in England but also around the world. The sport
gained global recognition and attracted a broader audience, leading to improved
infrastructure, increased investment, and the birth of international tournaments
like the Rugby World Cup.

The Rugby Great Split: A Defining Moment

The Rugby Great Split was undeniably a defining moment in the history of the
sport. It marked a turning point in rugby's evolution, challenging its traditional
values and reshaping its future. The controversial divide between the RFU and



the NRFU ultimately led to the professionalization of rugby and propelled the
game into the international spotlight.

As we reflect on the Rugby Great Split, we recognize its lasting impact on the
sport we love. The divide may have caused division and tension, but it also paved
the way for the growth and success we witness today. It is a testament to the
resilience and adaptability of rugby, a sport that continues to captivate and
inspire.
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Since it’s first publication, Rugby’s Great Split has established itself as a classic in
the field of sport history. Drawing on an unprecedented range of sources, this
deeply researched and highly readable book traces the social, cultural and
economic divisions that led, in 1895, to schism in the game of rugby and the
creation of rugby league, the sport of England’s northern working class.

Tony Collins’ analysis challenges many of the conventional assumptions about
this key event in rugby history – about class conflict, amateurism in sport, the
North-South divide, violence on the pitch, the development of mass spectator
sport and the rise of football. This new edition is expanded to cover parallel
events in Australia and New Zealand, and to address the key question of rugby
league’s failure to establish itself in Wales.

Rugby’s Great Split is a benchmark text in the history of rugby, and an absorbing
case study of wider issues – issues of class, gender, regional and national
identity, and the impact of the commercialization and recent professionalization of
rugby league. This insightful text is for anyone interested in Britain’s social history
or in the emergence of modern sport, it is vital reading.
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